Destiny wants that a good night (these things never go out of sunlight), four
guys with experience in other bands, coincide in Rekalde and to agree to
unleash everything they had inside. Had just been born ... MALANOCHE.
MALANOCHE, powerful & “neurálgiko” rock
Fran, Mariano, Eder and Ekaitz locked themselves in their rehearsal room
and started to appear powerful rock songs as they say "neurálgiko" in
which one could guess what their points of reference, some common and
some of each one: Extremoduro, Platero y Tu, Barricada, Marea, Leize,
AC/DC Riff ...
In 2010 they recorded their first demo "Rompiendo con todo" with the
start they got attention and give a number of live concerts. Ekaitz left the
band and was replaced by Dani "el mudo".
MALANOCHE learn yet that his the songs like it, his live work and wanted
to conquer the world, so the next step was to get into Gaua Estudios with
Jon Asier Zubelzu to shape his first album to be called ESTADOS DE
INCOHERENCIA.
NO PREGUNTES, premier from ESTADOS DE INCOHERENCIA
"No Preguntes" (Don’t ask) is the premier to the output of the album that is
complemented by "Por dentro", two bursts of energy left wanting more ...
but the album contains 9 songs + 1 intro that you will hear.
In "Estados de Incoherencia" have been good friends and musicians
Tonino (Macarrada), with the vocals on "No te pares" Josu (Parabellum)
vocals on "Malas Noches" Fabi (Penadas por la Ley) Pepe (El Paso Killers
) both on backing vocals on "Demasiado"; Jon and Asier Zubelzu also
voice on "Demasiado". Dani Latorre was responsible for all drums.
MALANOCHE are: Fran Ramos, guitars and vocals, Mariano Donatini,
guitars and vocals, Eder Paisán at bass.
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